Introduction
The current state of the economy often places managers in the position where they have to determine how to best adjust criteria in order to measure success and defi ne the required objectives. The current economic situation is marked by permanent changes, emerging new obstacles and opportunities. The main objective pursued by the majority of companies over the long-term horizon is increasing or maximizing their market value through their corporate strategy. The aim of this paper is to show concrete results of Czech fi rms to inventory valuation using their own expense or through direct costs may affect the explanatory power of certain indicators of fi nancial analysis. At the same time article discusses the issue of the use of derivatives and their impact on the valuation of assets and the consequent infl uence the results of the fi nancial analysis. The last part of the contribution includes the results of the survey related to the analysed issue. The research was conducted on business entities located in the Czech Republic that are interested in industrial production.
The question is what approach should actually be employed to measure the performance of a particular company and what methods should be used. This issue has been addressed by numerous economists worldwide. There is a wide range of approaches and methodologies that can be used to evaluate performance that measurement performance from both the fi nancial and non-fi nancial points of view. [19] A company's performance is a fairly common concept today, yet there is no single accurate defi nition of what it means. The term company performance is used in connection with determining the merits of a company's existence, its success and ability to survive. The purpose of measuring and evaluating a company's performance is to assess the company's actual condition, which is essential for its owners and executive managers to be able to make future decisions; it is also a vital prerequisite for continued successful management of a company. Performance is mostly associated with effi ciency, which refers to a company's ability to achieve certain objectives. This background can be used when determining a company's performance as its ability to best utilise and increase the funds that have been invested into the business's operations. When associated with a company, the meaning of the term performance appears to be even clearer, yet performance needs to be precisely defi ned so that it can be evaluated. Unfortunately, there is no harmonised defi nition for this term, which is why the term performance can be interpreted in several ways. Performance is the scope of results achieved by individuals, teams, organisation and processes. [3] Performance is mostly defi ned as the ability of a company (business entity) to best increase the value of investments made into its business activities. [20] A company's performance is generally associated with the growth of market value, which is the effort to pursue effi cient utilisation of the equity and loan capital leading towards maximisation of the company's market value over the long-term horizon, which relates to making profi ts or at least establishing conditions suitable for the future generation of profi t. [16] A basic requirement imposed on the scales (indicators) that show a company's performance is to have an accurate evaluation of the current situation in a particular company and these results should then be used to correctly interpret the company's actual performance. A company's performance is typically determined over a longer period, e.g. one-half of a year or a year.
There have been many criteria developed to determine a company's performance. These criteria are based on both theoretical knowledge as well as practical experience. 4 
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The methods used for measuring a company's performance can be divided into three, which are briefl y characterised in Table 1 . a) Traditional criteria for measuring a company's performance, b) Modern criteria for measuring a company's performance, c) Complex managerial models.
The information that is given in Table 1 is obtained from the study of literature and the experience of the authors of this paper. Individual characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of the methods and models used for performance measurement are based on the acquired knowledge.
Further attention will be paid to the traditional approach of evaluating a company's Source: own based on [11] , [13] , [17] , [20] , [22] Tab. 1: An evaluation of methods and models for measuring performance
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Finance performance in this paper. The traditional criteria used for measuring a company's performance are mainly based on a fi nancial analysis of the company concerned, as this is a vital analytical tool. The principle of fi nancial analysis is based on a mutual comparison of the data obtained. The information obtained serve not only for evaluating the overall situation of the particular company, it also helps to identify the company's strengths and weaknesses. There are various methods and approaches to fi nancial analysis described in technical literature and employed in practice. The disadvantage is that neither the approaches nor the terminologies are amended in legal terms. That is why comparing companies can be very diffi cult, as is assessing a specifi c company's progress over time. The input data for most indicators used in fi nancial analysis come from accounting records, which is also a cause for criticism in this respect. These data are not corrected in terms of risk factor or infl ation; they do not consider any impacts of time on the value of money or opportunity costs. Other disadvantages can be seen in the fact that information obtained in such a way only refl ects the company's economic situation; the evaluation does not include the company's market position, there is no refl ection on the effect brought on by competitors or on the image of its products and innovations, no attention paid to the quality of employees or the employees achieving their objectives. The main problem with the traditional indicators for measuring a company's performance is that these cannot function without additional information. The information refers to the progress of the company's liquidity, solvency, indebtedness, property and fi nancial structure. This additional information is also obtained from a fi nancial analysis of the company. Financial analysis indicators cannot be expected to reveal all fi nancial problems. The advantages of fi nancial analysis include its comprehensibility and availability of data from the company's accounting records.
The traditional indicators of a company's fi nancial performance include indicators showing the company's absolute profi t value, which can be expressed in various forms. Other traditional indicators are indicators of return that express the effi ciency of invested resources and cash-fl ow indicators.
Despite there being several critical comments against fi nancial analysis, it still remains a very important tool in fi nancial management. Financial analysis provides an evaluation of the past and existing progress of operations from various points of view and provides input needed for future decisionmaking [2] , [8] , [16] , [17] , [22] .
The Importance of Evaluation in
Accounting in Accordance with the Czech Legislation For inventory valuation is used in both cases following price bases:
In the event that the market value of inventories is lower than their initial price, it is necessary to make adjustment for these inventories.
Provisions of the said law continue the preceding stipulations and defi ne the steps to be taken in case it is determined that the actual price differs from the accounting value. If the sales price of inventory after deducting the costs associated with the sale is less than the book value, the evaluation will be carried out using only the lower value. The same situation occurs when the value of liabilities obtained is greater than or lower than the book value -the evaluation will then be carried out using only the newly-established value [24] .
The provisions also contain an enumerative description of the method for evaluating selected items using the real value:   securities -except for securities held-tomaturity,   derivatives,   assets and liabilities in cases to be evaluated using the real value pursuant to special regulations,   part of assets and liabilities secured by derivatives,   receivables acquired by the accounting unit to be traded.
The real value applied can be the market value, an appraisal pursuant to a professional estimate or even by expertise. If the of market value professional estimate options cannot be applied, the evaluation process shall run in accordance with special legal regulations.
Kovanicová responds to conditions implied by legislation as follows: "In compliance with international norms, Czech accounting standards also evaluate certain assets and liabilities using the real value applied at the end of balance sheet date. However, revaluating long-term assets to the real value is not acceptable. The nature of certain assets and liabilities implies the use of specifi c techniques for evaluating as of the balance sheet date." [12] Another document that refers to the Accounting Act and the relevant regulations is the Czech Accounting Standards, which are issued by the Ministry of Finance in order to achieve compliance with the application of accounting methods in individual companies and to ensure better comparability of fi nal accounts. Their main task is to approximate and harmonize accounting methods and procedures.
The contents of individual standards focus on the following: accounts and principles of bookkeeping on accounts, opening and closing of accounting books, capital accounts and longterm liabilities and costs and revenues. The evaluation agenda is not listed separately, rather it is included within specifi c standards relating to assets and liabilities. Examples include longterm tangible and intangible assets, long-term funds, derivatives and inventory with an exact determination of particular items and their entry with reference to the Accounting Act and the relevant regulations.
Special attention needs to be paid to the evaluation of inventory-produced internally, as these items have a signifi cant effect on profi ts and losses. The mentioned legislation mainly differentiates the levels of cost price that is comprised of either the actual cost amounts or the costs defi ned by operative (planned) calculations, if identifi ed under conditions for the technical preparation of production. Internally-produced inventory can be also evaluated differently depending on the duration of production cycle as follows: a) In production with a short-term uninterrupted cycle with wages charged against products or semi-products, only for direct material cost items (direct materials, semi-products), b) In mass or large-scale production, using direct costs only (direct materials, semiproducts, direct wages and other direct costs), c) In small-scale and unit (custom) production with a long-term cycle, using items evaluated by two methods: direct costs or direct costs increased by production or administrative overheads (this item is absolutely evaluated only in exceptional cases where the production cycle duration exceeds one year). [7] 
The Impacts of Evaluation on a Company's Performance Assessment
Impacts of valuation of assets are refl ected in the company's performance, which is demonstrated on the example of the business entity operating in the Czech Republic. This entity is governed by the laws and regulations valid in this country. Furthermore, there are characteristics of the impact of valuation on the company from the perspective of Czech scientists.
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The method of evaluation will be projected into the amount of assets and liabilities, which subsequently affects the amount of profi t or loss, the values listed in accounting records and the indicators calculated in the fi nancial analysis. [13] .
Financial analysis is one of the basic instruments used to assess a company's fi nancial condition and performance. Most companies still use these indicators for making decisions and directing the focus of their future operations and activities. Results obtained from these indicators serve as background for making decisions about which measures to implement in order to achieve medium-and long-term objectives.
Professionals concerned with fi nancial analysis and the relevant informative utility of accounting records on a long-term basis have agreed that books using historical costs represent a serious problem. Knápková, Pavelková, and Šteker commented that, "An evaluation of assets using historical costs does not consider changes to the market prices of assets, ignores the changes of purchasing power of particular monetary units and therefore distorts the fi gures referring to profi t and loss over a regular year" [11] . This statement can be deemed true with regard to infl ation, which is not refl ected in the traditional concept of accounting. However, as far as selected assets and liabilities are concerned, one needs to respect the legislative measures that defi ne the duty to write long-term assets off and to re-price other items in the records as of the balance sheet date in order to establish their real value. These steps help a company maintain the principle of safety and approximate the value of assets and liabilities to real values, because the process is still based on prices that can be documented, retrieved on objective basis and related to a specifi c item.
Referring back to the issue of accounting data from the fi nancial analysis point of view, one may state that the informative utility of accounting records is actually a bottleneck of fi nancial analysis.
This problem is further discussed by Kislingerová, who states, "…the source for assessing a company's performance and other relevant analyses is represented by accounting records that need to be refl ected" [10] . The accounting standards, legislative amendments and measures are meant to ensure a precise and truthful presentation of accounting data. If this fact were not refl ected in the accounting system, the system for arranging fi nancial statements would most likely change. The main drawback of all the mandatory procedures lies in their failure to refl ect infl ation, especially with regard to long-term assets.
There are very frequent expressions of criticism aimed at the indicators of a company's performance, because these do not take various factors into account, i.e. the risk, the impact of infl ation, the value of money over time and opportunity costs. That leads to critical comments addressing the level of profi t and loss declared in books and their transformation into fi nal income. It has to be emphasized here again that this issue not primarily due to indicators, but rather the input data being the actual accounting information.
The Fundamentals of Financial Analysis
Financial analysis is one of the instruments used by corporate management. It deals with assessing the fi nancial and economic situation using specifi c procedures and methods. "Financial analysis serves for making a complex assessment of the fi nancial situation in the particular company." [11] Outputs generated by fi nancial analysis are utilised not only by managers in the relevant company, but also by future investors, business partners, fi nancial institutions, government institutions, employees, auditors, competitors, professionals, etc. "The actual target client group for fi nancial analysis needs to be considered carefully, as each interest group prefers different information" [10] . The processing of specifi c indicators is based on in-house records that can help outline future progress trends. "An essential source of data is a company's fi nancial statements -the balance sheet, the profi t and loss report, cash-fl ow, the review on changes of equity and the appendix to fi nal accounts" [11] .
Financial analyses have to be processed with respect to certain principles in order to ensure the correct informative utility of specifi c results. The data identifi ed and used for comparison over time must be obtained using the same methodology. Identifying the progress trend followed by a particular company requires processing fi nancial analyses over time with a simultaneous comparison of entire accounting periods.
Specifi c Methods and Calculations of Financial Analysis Indicators
The processing of fi nancial analysis can be based on elementary and advanced methods. [11] .
The main category of indicators for fi nancial analysis is comprised of ratio indicators, most often used for comparing progress, comparisons against competitors and a pre-defi ned plan. The basic and most important indicators in this category include profi tability, activity, liquidity, indebtedness and capital market indicators, and last but not least, instruments represented by indicators based on net working capital and operating cash-fl ow. [7] , [23] 
Survey Results
This chapter deals with the analysis and presentation of the results of the survey, which was carried out among selected business entities operating in the Czech Republic in 
Research Methodology
The methodology of the research is based on the survey. For the purpose of this article an electronic survey was implemented back in February and March 2014 in companies situated in the Czech Republic. The vast majority of analysed companies were located in the Central and North-East part of Bohemia. The research team received one hundred of completed questionnaires. The survey consisted of 3 main parts: fi rst part contained basic information about a business entity, second part was focused on evidence of environmental costs in these companies and the last part analysed fi nancial management. The main goal of the survey was to monitor present situation in practical use of performance measurement systems, mainly with focus on innovated approaches of strategic management. The survey was prepared in the electronic form and it contained 38 questions. To obtain relevant information about the analysed companies, both closed and open questions were used. The task of the respondents was to answer open questions with no options available. These answers were selected by companies at their sole discretion. Closed questions included some options to be used by respondents. Within the scope of the survey, 137 companies were contacted and we obtained 117 completed questionnaires back. 110 of them were usable. There was a certain risk that respondents may understand the questions wrongly, which could affect the results of the survey. The data collected by questionnaires were subject to a thorough analysis. These data were processed with the help of an Excel spreadsheet application. Figure 1 shows the structure of the companies addressed arranged by size in accordance with EU criteria. Micro companies are characterised by assets/property or turnover/income up to EUR 2 million. These limits are raised to EUR 10 million for small companies. Medium companies have assets/ property worth up to EUR 43 million and turnover/income up to EUR 50 million. Large companies exceed these limits.
The questionnaire survey revealed the current approach to fi nancial analysis to determine whether it was a common and frequently applied tool for assessing a company's fi nancial status. Out of all the companies addressed, 69% of them used fi nancial analysis in their regular reporting and 31% used this assessment tool on an irregular basis. Furthermore, 73% of the respondents process their fi nancial analysis independently. Figure 2 shows the percentage of companies that evaluate their FA using in-house information systems.
The last, yet still very important piece of information obtained, is that 78% of the companies addressed do not process any bankruptcy or credit models. 13% of the Figure 3 presents the utilisation of credit and bankruptcy models when performing a fi nancial analysis.
The Outputs of Financial Analysis with Different Methods for Evaluating Selected Asset Items
Current legislation allows the employment of different methods for evaluating assets and liabilities in certain cases. If the change of evaluation basis as such is left out of consideration and the evaluation based on purchase cost is considered, there are currently two main areas with potentially serious impact on the amount of profi t and loss, the structure of assets and capital, etc. These are the evaluation of internally-produced inventory using either direct costs or cost prices, including production overheads. The second problematic area deals with the revaluation of derivatives as of the balance sheet date to establish their real value; these are kept by accounting units to accommodate the exchange rate risk. This issue concerns local enterprises who export most of their production abroad who therefore face the deviations of exchange rate as well as the risk involved with the distortion of accounting records and the profi t and loss declared regardless of whether transactions associated with the application of derivatives have been completed or not. Further attention will be paid to the impacts of different evaluations of internally-produced inventory and the revaluation of derivatives to establish their real value up to the amount of Fig. 2: The percentage of companies performing fi nancial analysis using in-house information systems
Source: own This international company is focused on the production of glass and glassware and it is one of the major glass producers in the Czech Republic. From the view of the criteria of the European Union, it is a large company. The company was chosen because of its willingness to provide internal information to which it was possible to process the relevant analysis.
On the basis of specifi c data, it is possible to present the impact of inventory valuation not only on the explanatory power of accounting but also fi nancial analysis.
The Impact on Financial Results
The fi rst step outlines the impact of evaluating internally-produced inventory on the fi nancial results of a particular company. For details on quantities produced and sold, information on costs and sales price, refer to Table 3 . If the company opts to evaluate its internallyproduced inventory at the direct cost level, its fi nancial result will reach CZK 41,793,000. However, if the company keeps the current method of evaluation using cost price, see Table  3 , the fi nancial result achieved will equal CZK 62,283,000. The impacts of different methods when evaluating internally-produced inventory on the total quantity of inventory and profi t/loss are presented in Figure 4 . The selected method for evaluating internally-produced inventory has a substantial effect on profi t and loss with consequences affecting the results obtained for return indicators. Impacts on changes to the inventory level will also affect the resultant stock turnover period, stock turnover and regular liquidity.
Evaluations using direct costs then distort the exact fi gure defi ning the amount of funds fi xed in inventory.
Another important factor affecting the informative utility of fi nancial statements and the profi t and loss achieved is the use of derivatives for securing against the exchange rate risk. The issue of derivatives relates to companies exporting most of their production abroad. Similarly to the impact of inventory evaluations, the model example of the impact of derivatives was demonstrated using a joint-stock industrial company from the Czech Republic that exports most of its production to countries in South America and the EU. "The Czech crown has been highly volatile since 1997. Business entities must deal with this volatility accordingly" [18] . The main instruments include derivatives. "Certain risks can be counter-balanced by trading options, futures and some fi nancial instruments" [1] , [15] , [21] .
The application of security is also affected by decision-making in compliance with fi nancial policies and other policies [12] , [21] . Modigliani and Miller stated, "…with fi xed investment policy and with no contracting costs or taxes, corporate fi nancing policy is irrelevant" [14] .
The current legislation implies that accounting units are obliged to re-price their derivatives to their real value as of the balance sheet date. Evaluation differences may be refl ected in both balance sheet accounts, as well as revenues and costs, which infl uences profi t and loss. Impacts brought by revaluing derivatives at the selected company are shown in Table 4 and the input data follow the basic values shown in Table 3 . When processing a fi nancial and business plan for fi scal year 2013 with projections into 2014, the company's managers decided to secure their business transactions at USD 2.5 million and EUR 1 million, which had to be re-priced to the real value at the end of the fi scal year 2013 (the accounting period from 2012-04-01 to 2013-03-31). The profi t gained through the accounting period was equal to CZK 62,283,000.
Changes in the exchange rate helped the company gain an additional CZK 3,415,000 of profi t by the end of the accounting period, even though the volume of transactions secured by the agreed-upon derivative fell by one half over the same period. A clear illustration of the impact on the company's income and the amount of tax are shown in Figure 5 .
If the company were to evaluate its internally-produced inventory using direct costs without any derivative in place, its profi t would be CZK 38,378,000. The difference obtained by using a different method of evaluation is equal to CZK 23,905,000, as shown in Figure 6 .
If the company proceeds with evaluating its stock and opts for utilising a derivative for security against exchange rate risk, its income over the particular accounting period will reach of CZK 62,283,000. If the company keeps the derivative and evaluates its inventory using direct costs, its income will drop to CZK 41,793,000. On the contrary, if the company keeps evaluating its inventory using the cost price and avoids using a derivative and its compulsory revaluation, its income will reach CZK 58,868,000. Should the company decide to distort its fi nancial statements by evaluating the inventory using direct costs in order to reduce its tax liability without using any derivatives, its income would reach CZK 38,378,000. As the company may not declare different amounts of income within a single accounting period depending on the bookkeeping methods selected, one needs to have a clear illustration of the impact such steps have on the fi nancial analysis results. 
The Impact on Results of Ratio Indicators
Financial analysis should serve not only for assessing the overall fi nancial status of a particular company, but also help to focus on its future development. It is also an instrument used for making mutual comparisons of multiple companies. To ensure that the informative utility of these data is as accurate as possible and provides correct information for making decisions regarding future steps and the company's focus, it is important to keep the accounting methods unifi ed, both within and outside of the company. A basic prerequisite for comparing a company with other competitors in the area requires all the companies subject to The impact of derivative revaluation on the income and tax due to the evaluation of internally-produced inventory using direct costs or cost prices (thousands of CZK)
Source: own comparison to use identical procedures so that all the effects described above are eliminated. The impacts of different evaluations up to the income amount have been outlined; their projection into individual ratio indicators is shown in Table 6 , whose input data was obtained from the fi nancial statements contained in Table 5 . The results of ratio indicators are obtained when the company evaluates its inventory using cost prices or direct costs with or without simultaneously using a derivative. If the inventory were evaluated using direct costs without a derivative, the return on equity and total capital would be reduced. This indicator provides "… an assessment of a company's economic effi ciency and its ability to generate profi t that expresses the scope of the company's ability to increase the value of invested capital" [6] .
The results of fi nancial analysis imply that the method for evaluating inventory using cost prices or direct costs with or without using a derivative mainly affect the resultant values of return, activity, liquidity and interest earned.
To proceed with inter-company comparisons, the company needs to know more details about its competitors so that the managers can assess the results to get an idea that these results are either good or bad with respect to competitors.
Discussion
The results of our survey have confi rmed that companies mainly use fi nancial analyses to measure their performance and management effi ciency. The output then corresponds to the size and legal form of each company, as most of the companies addressed were jointstock companies or limited companies. These companies typically use fi nancial analyses as fi nancial management tool. The survey further showed that assessing performance based on fi nancial indicators still prevails and the use of fi nancial analysis in the future is still very likely.
The confl ict between a company's need to remain competitive over the long run and having a rigid fi nancial accounting model has opened up some space for implementing some Finance of the new modern methods and models for assessing a company's performance that have developed in recent decades. These models are characterised by a complex company management approach and respect the risk assumed by the company when generating value not only of for its owners, but also for its stakeholders. These reasons necessitate the need for assessing companies, even with respect to non-fi nancial indicators. Using suitable scales to assess performance improves the competitive strength of companies. Improved competitive strength brings benefi ts not only to the owners, but also to employees, contractors and government authorities. One associated problem lies in the fact that many of these approaches defi ne areas to be handled by managers. However, they do not determine specifi c indicators to be observed.
Conclusion
The current range of approaches used to assess fi nancial performance in various companies is fairly broad. Methods based on assessing fi nancial data, i.e. a fi nancial analysis, are the oldest and still most-frequently applied. Evaluating a company's performance using fi nancial indicators is the typical practice and it is well-founded beyond any doubt. These approaches are simple and clear; however, they have proven to be insuffi cient following changes in the business environment, as they often do not provide an explicit analysis of causal relations, nor do they cover any qualitative aspects of features and relationships within the corporate system. However, this does not reduce their signifi cance in any way. Each company needs to be monitored and assessed on systematic basis. In the case that the company uses for inventory valuation own direct costs or cost prices it will affect the costs, structure of assets and liabilities and, last but not least, also affects the profi t including income tax expense. As these above mentioned items enter as a source data for processing fi nancial analysis they also affect different results of the fi nancial analysis. A similar situation affecting their own individual results of the fi nancial analysis occurs even if the company decides to use derivative transactions to ensure stable input inventories. Again in derivative transactions must be taken into account the valuation of inventories, direct costs or cost prices.
If a company is to be compared to its competitors, the average within its industry or even the leader in a particular industrial segment, one needs to realise the lack of detail concerning such companies and the uncertainty surrounding the factors that affect the input values used to calculate fi nancial indicators, as described in this paper. That is why managers need to treat such comparisons with great care.
